
Cathay Pacific to 
cut workforce by 
nearly a quarter
HONG KONG: Cathay Pacific announced plans yes-
terday to cut its workforce by nearly a quarter and
close one of its short-haul airlines in an effort to sur-
vive the “devastating” impacts of the coronavirus pan-
demic. Across the globe, airlines have been hammered
as the pandemic has slashed international travel, and
they face a long, hard winter after a much-hoped-for
rebound failed to materialize. Cathay Pacific, Hong
Kong’s flag carrier, published a corporate restructuring
plan on Wednesday that will lead to 8,500 job losses
in total-nearly a quarter of its workforce-and one of its
airlines to disappear completely.

“The global pandemic continues to have a devas-
tating impact on aviation and the hard truth is we must
fundamentally restructure the Group to survive,” CEO
Augustus Tang said in a statement.

Cathay said 5,300 redundancies would be made
among the airline’s Hong Kong-based employees with
a further 600 overseas. The remaining losses would
come from a recruitment freeze and natural attrition.
Cathay Dragon, a subsidiary that primarily flies short-
er-haul flights within Asia, will cease operations.

The company is seeking regulatory approval to
absorb some of Dragon’s routes into Cathay Pacific
and its budget airline HK Express.

Dismal year 
The news of cuts was embraced by investors with

Cathay’s battered shares trading four percent up in
afternoon trade. But employees reacted with dismay,
noting the proportion of jobs going was higher than
many competitors.

Zuki Wong chairwoman of the Cathay Pacific
Fl ight Attendants Union, said members were
“severely disappointed”.  “We all feel very sad
because the colleagues being laid off are all very
dear to us,” she told reporters. Hong Kong’s govern-
ment came to the rescue of Cathay with a taxpayer-

funded bailout of $5 billion earlier this summer. But
Cathay CEO Tang said the airline was burning
through up to HK$2 billion ($260 million) in cash
each month during the pandemic.

“This is simply unsustainable. The changes
announced today will reduce our cash burn by about
HK$500 million per month,” he said. Airline revenues
plunged 80 percent in the first six months of the year,
according to industry body IATA, but they still had
fixed costs to cover-crew, maintenance, fuel, airport
levies and now aircraft storage.

Repeated efforts to reassure passengers that air
travel is safe have failed to make much of a difference
while government restrictions, including quarantines of
up to 14 days for returning passengers, have only
added pressure. Dozens of major airlines have slashed
jobs in response.

Half capacity next year 
Cathay, much like regional rival Singapore Airlines,

has no domestic market to fall back on. But even
before the pandemic, Hong Kong’s marquee carrier
was in a tight spot. Months of huge and disruptive
democracy protests in the city last year led to a plunge

in customers, especially from the lucrative mainland
Chinese market. The airline also found itself punished
by authorities in Beijing because some of its employ-
ees joined or voiced support for the protests.

By the time the pandemic hit at the start of the year,
Hong Kong was already in recession and Cathay
Pacific in the red. There is scant hope on the horizon.

In a note to investors on Monday that detailed its
most optimistic scenario, Cathay Pacific said it expect-
ed to run at half its pre-pandemic capacity next year.
One of the biggest disappointments for airlines has
been the absence of highly lucrative business class
travellers who prefer now to rely on tele-conferencing
rather than run the risk of catching the virus.

Airlines are hopeful that better testing proce-
dures at airports and “travel bubbles” between
countries might encourage more people to fly. Work
on the latter has been slow, especially as the virus
surges for a second time in Europe and North
America. Last week, Hong Kong and Singapore
announced plans for a “travel bubble”. Under the
scheme, passengers who test negative for the virus
will be able to travel on dedicated flights and not
need to quarantine on arrival. — AFP 

MEER ROSTAM, Iraq: Iraq’s Kurdish region has for
decades lived off its oil wealth, but plummeting energy
prices amid the pandemic and financial mismanagement
are forcing locals to return to long abandoned farms.
Civil servants from the northern region’s bloated public
sector have gone without pay and many are now turn-
ing back to agriculture and other businesses to make
ends meet.

On a rugged hillside some 50 kilometers (30 miles)
east of Arbil, the booming regional capital, vineyards
are ripe for harvesting as a new source of income.
Abdallah Hassan, 51, a civil servant from the nearby vil-
lage of Meer Rostam, has returned to harvest the
grapes, used to produce raisins and vine leaves, for the
first time in almost 20 years. “There is hardly any work
left for us and there are no salaries,” he said, complain-
ing that the regional government now “only pays wages
every couple of months”.

“It’s better for farmers to tend to their fields than
wait for the payday or for charity.”

Hassan recounted how before the 2003 US invasion
that toppled ex-dictator Saddam Hussein’s regime, the
Kurdish region had survived on farming during years of
painful sanctions. Since then, in its drive to secure
lucrative oil revenues, the autonomous Kurdistan
Regional Government (KRG) had mostly abandoned
agriculture. Big investments from multinational energy
companies have transformed the region, and Arbil has

become an urban hub with skyscrapers and luxury
hotels.

Patronage networks 
This year, however, the Covid-19 pandemic and

tumbling oil prices have taken a heavy toll, worsened
by budget disputes with the central government in
Baghdad. The Iraqi economy, one of the world’s most
oil-dependent according to the World Bank, saw its
gross domestic product contract by about 10 percent
this year.

Mohammed Shukri, chairman of the Kurdistan
Board of Investment, said putting all of the regional
economy’s eggs into the energy basket had proven
costly. “We’re rich when the oil price is high, and we’re
poor when the oil price is low,” he told AFP. “I wouldn’t
call this a healthy economy.”

Kurdish economist Bilal Saeed also argued the
region’s leaders had made a strategic blunder by letting
other sectors fall by the wayside. “Instead of using that
revenue to develop the agriculture, health and tourism
sectors, the government of Kurdistan has focused
mostly on developing its oil sector and ignored the
rest,” he said.  Over-reliance on energy has also had a
corrosive effect on Iraq’s state apparatus and fuelled
corruption. A World Bank report this year pointed to
Iraq’s “failure to equitably share the benefits of oil
wealth” and described a murky patronage system.
“First, the dominant parties use government payrolls to
reward political loyalty,” it said. “Second, they use gov-
ernment contracts to enrich business people close to
their leaderships. Third, money is simply stolen from the
ministerial budgets for both personal gain and party
use.” It is a similar story in the Kurdish region, where
lucrative state posts have long been handed out by the
two main ruling parties, the Patriotic Union of
Kurdistan and the Kurdistan Democratic Party.

This has created a bloated public sector with over
1.2 million staff, around 40 percent of them in the mili-

tary and security sectors, out of a regional population
of five million. With its budget now bled dry and the
KRG facing some $28 billion in debt, it decided in June
to slash civil servants’ salaries by 21 percent. But
despite this, it has been unable to pay all of their wages
on time, with the outstanding pay, accumulated over
years, estimated at $9 billion.

‘Hit by cheap imports’ 
Shukri said that despite current woes, his investment

board had granted 60 investment licenses worth $1.5
billion, mostly in agriculture and manufacturing. But
how many projects will go ahead is uncertain at a time
of growing impatience among local entrepreneurs.

Iraqi businesses face tough competition from
imports from Iran and Turkey, whose currencies have
been devalued while the Iraqi dinar remains indexed to
the dollar. Baarz Rassul, whose company Hend Steel
produces 50,000 tons of cast steel per month, pleaded
for “higher customs duties and better border controls”.

He said when he tried to diversify into agriculture,
he found it difficult to compete with cheap imports and
has since dismantled his greenhouses. Saaed, the econ-
omist, said Arbil and Baghdad must work out a sustain-
able economic plan that serves both sides. But that may
be a tall order in the short term as Baghdad grapples
with a massive deficit and has given no clear timeline of
when it will approve a new budget. — AFP
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Iraqi Kurds seek to diversify economy 
Oil price plunge, pandemic forcing locals to return to long abandoned farms

Mohammed Shukri, chairman of the Kurdistan Board of
Investment, speaks during an interview at his office in
Arbil, the capital of the northern Iraqi Kurdish
autonomous region. - AFP

Google’s war on all 
fronts over media, 
competition and tax
PARIS: Californian internet giant Google faces a grow-
ing list of battles around the world, from tussles in
Europe and Australia over fair compensation for media
outlets to competition probes on both sides of the
Atlantic.

Department of Justice strikes
Washington’s powerful justice department is the lat-

est to announce a probe into Google on suspicion of an
“illegal monopoly”. US authorities have had the digital
giant in their sights for years, and now accuse it of
breaching competition law to maintain its iron grip on
search and online advertising.

The government has called for “structural” change at
Google, which could mean breaking it up.

Three antitrust fines in Europe
Across the Atlantic, Google has come under Brussels’

scrutiny three times in recent years for anticompetitive
practices. In 2018, the company was ordered to pay a
4.3 billion euro ($5.1 billion) fine over abuse of the domi-
nant position of its Android mobile operating system to
entrench the Google search service. The previous year,
Google was slapped with a 2.4 billion euro fine for abuse
relating to its Google Shopping service.

And in 2019 there was a 1.5 billion euro bill over its
AdSense targeted advertising service.

All three cases are now before European courts. The
EU opened up a new front against Google in August,
with an “in-depth” probe into its acquisition of fitness
wearables maker Fitbit that regulators fear would further
buttress its dominance of the online advertising market.

Payouts for publishers 
News publishers in many countries have accused

Google and other digital platforms of profiting off their
content without giving them a fair share. In March last
year, the European Parliament adopted a directive on
so-called “neighboring rights” that calls for the giants to
pay publishers. 

France implemented the law immediately and was
challenged in court by Google. But judges recently
upheld a decision that required the company to enter
into talks with publishers over neighboring rights. Since
then, Google has said it is close to a deal with one of its
opposite numbers in the French press, and has also
announced a program to pay publishers around the
world through a licensing system. In Australia, the gov-
ernment in July unveiled a binding “code of conduct”
that would require digital giants to pay media for their
content and to increase transparency around the algo-
rithms used to rank content in news feeds and search
results-on pain of significant fines.—AFP

Cathay Pacific employees walk together at Hong Kong International Airport on October 21, 2020 as the flag carrier
announces that 6,000 staff will lose their jobs due to the Covid-19 pandemic. — AFP

Stocks fall as 
investors focus 
on US stimulus
LONDON: Global stocks fell and bonds staunched
a sell-off yesterday as investors looked for an
agreement on a US coronavirus stimulus package,
while the dollar fell to its lowest in six weeks. The
MSCI world equity index, which follows shares in
nearly 50 countries, was flat, its earlier Asia-pow-
ered gains eroded when European shares turned
negative in early trading and fell further through the
morning. The Euro STOXX 600 was last down 0.9
percent, led lower by healthcare and real estate
shares. Indexes in Paris and Frankfurt were down 1
percent and 0.9 percent respectively. Gains for
sterling put pressure on London shares .

Wall Street stock futures fell in volatile trading,
and were down 0.2 percent. The skittish mood
reflected uncertainty over the prospects of a US fis-
cal stimulus package intended to bolster a recovery
from the economic damage caused by the coron-
avirus. Earlier, Asia-Pacific shares outside Japan
gained 0.4 percent. Investors were betting on riski-
er assets as the White House and Democrats in the
US Congress moved closer to agreement on the
stimulus package. President Donald Trump said he
was willing to accept a $2.2 trillion aid bill despite
opposition from his own Republican Party. But
investors were nervous over whether any such

package would pass the Republican-controlled
Senate.

A senior Republican aide told Reuters that
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell has pri-
vately told his fellow Republicans he did not favor a
deal before the Nov. 3 elections.

“Everyone knows that more stimulus needs to

come through,” said Hugh Gimber, global market
strategist at J P Morgan Asset Management. “I’m
not overly optimistic on prospects for more stimulus
before the election.” Bets on the stimulus also
played out in government bonds markets. US
Treasury yields rose to a four-month high in Asian
trading, with the yield curve steepening, then
dropped. Investors also sold benchmark euro zone
debt, with German Bund yields rising to their highest
for a week before falling again. Deutsche Bank ana-
lysts wrote that a stimulus package is increasingly
priced in, either by the time of the election or by early
next year.

Dollar down, yuan up
The dollar fell to a six-week low against a basket of

currencies as hopes for a pre-election stimulus pack-
age led traders to buy riskier currencies. It was last
down 0.3 percent at 92.809, amid the doubts any
package could pass the Senate. The Chinese yuan
reached a more than-two year high on firmer central
bank guidance and recent data showing a sustained
recovery in the world’s second-largest economy. The
yuan was up 0.3 percent at 6.6552, taking gains
against the dollar this year to around 4.5 percent. Its
rise helped lift the Australian dollar, weighed down by
expectations of a rate cut in November, from
Tuesday’s three-week low.

Elsewhere, sterling rose to a one-week high against
the US dollar yesterday after the European Union’s
Brexit negotiator Michel Barnier said a new trade deal
with Britain was “within reach”. The pound rose 0.8
percent to $1.3050, its highest since Oct. 14. The
British currency also rose against the euro by 0.6 per-
cent to 90.80 pence on the comments. — Reuters

The logo of the multinational American Internet technolo-
gy and services company, Google (center), the American
online social media and social networking service,
Facebook (top right), Snapchat (bottom right), Twitter (top
left) and Instragram (bottom left) on a computer screen in
Lille. - AFP

TOKYO: A woman walks past an electronic quotation board
displaying share prices on the Tokyo Stock Exchange in
Tokyo. Stock markets slid and the dollar faltered yesterday
following a mixed performance in Asia, as investors contin-
ue to wait for a US stimulus package. — AFP


